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In this article we begin to explore what some of the theoretical and methodological implications of the 'New Materialisms' turn in recent social and political thought might be for scholars of International Relations (IR). To do this we situate the discussion more specifically in debates around the status of 'discourse' and 'discourse analysis' as it is often in this context that the question of materiality -particularly as it relates to language -is most actively and explicitly engaged in the discipline. 11 As such, although our investigation has implications for a range of empirical contexts central to the self-image of IR, the discussion proceeds primarily along conceptual lines. 12 The main questions that animate our enquiry are as follows: What do the insights of the 'New Materialisms' turn mean for theorists of discourse in IR? Does the New Materialisms literature offer a satisfactory response to the limits of prior conceptions of discourse or is there a need to find other critical resources apposite to this task?
In order to address these questions we begin by examining how discourse analysis has been conceptualised and operationalised in IR via a reading of several prominent works by Jennifer instructive precisely because it helps to explain why the discipline of IR -with its enthusiastic embrace in recent years of both 'textual' and 'intertextual' approaches to discourse analysishas become potentially vulnerable to New Materialist critique. 14 Working in many ways against the limitations of a concern with the politics of representation, the New Materialisms turn encourages a more direct engagement with the political force of materiality. The turn provides intellectual resources for investigating the material realm independently of the means by which language and non-linguistic signs such as images come to construct the 'meaning' of this realm. For this reason, the New Materialisms literature can also be seen as a counterpoint to more traditional engagements with materiality in IR, which have historically been delimited by the boundaries of positivist social science and Realist assumptions of an independent material realm that can be 'accessed', 'known', and 'represented'. 15 Therefore, in order to analyse some of the key implications of the New
Materialisms turn and how it can be said to challenge both narrower conceptions of discourse and more traditional approaches to materiality, the second part examines in closer detail landmark contributions associated with this turn. We note that while this literature acts as a critical alternative to both the linguistic bias in some discourse analysis literature and the view that materiality is the preserve of Realist scholarship in IR, there are also various limits implicit in this move. For instance, in some incarnations it may risk reversing the emphasis so that materiality becomes central and questions of language, meaning, and the politics of representation fall out of the equation. As we will show, this tendency is also evident in extant attempts to incorporate the insights of the New Materialisms turn into the study of IR.
Another potential problem with the 'New' Materialisms turn is that in claiming 'novelty' some work in this vein arguably overlooks already existent resources for theorising the complex inter-play between 'language' and 'matter' to be found in earlier poststructural thought. 16 In the third and final part we therefore turn to key poststructural texts and thinkers, and argue that there are critical resources in this genre to think beyond the dichotomy between language on the one hand, and materiality on the other. Drawing on the diverse works of Michel Foucault and Jacques Derrida, we seek to demonstrate how, though heterogeneous, what we might refer to as a broadly poststructural perspective can act as a corrective to the potential excess associated with both 'sides' of the above debate.
The explicit targets of our 'poststructural rejoinder' are twofold. First, we seek to challenge the idea that poststructuralism is somehow locked in a linguistic realm and 'can't do/won't do' materiality. This is a claim made not only by some advocates of New Materialisms, but also by several 'Critical Realists'. For example, Coole and Mouffe's famous formulation that while there is a 'material realm' it is only through meaning making practices and the politics of representation that this realm comes into being and has any political relevance. 19 In our view, however, this is only one possible rendering of what a 'poststructural' approach to discourse analysis might involve and one based primarily on Laclau and Mouffe rather than a wider pool of thinkers commonly associated with this label.
Indeed, by drawing more extensively on the primary works of Foucault and Derrida, we advance an alternative reading of where 'poststructuralism' leads: one that emphasises how these thinkers negotiate, problematise, and ultimately deconstruct the language/materiality binary while maintaining both as part of a complex and radical inter-textuality. We therefore seek to demonstrate how our reading of poststructuralism offers IR scholars a broadened and deepened understanding of what discourse is and how discourse analysis might operate beyond the limits of the emerging debate.
Discourse analysis in IR
In order to provide the historiographical context of how 'discourse' has been treated in IRand therefore why the discipline has arguably been so susceptible to the New Materialisms turn -it is helpful to go back to where the 'Third Great Debate' in IR appears to have ended.
At stake in this debate, according to Yosef Lapid, was the crucial question of whether the hegemony of positivist methodology and epistemology could continue to hold its grip over the discipline, or whether the emergence of another set of methodologies in the social sciences, which strongly rejected the premises and core assumptions of positivism, could and should be adopted. 20 In his Presidential address to the ISA Convention in 1988, Robert O.
Keohane invented the term 'Reflectivism' as a short hand for the variety of perspectives that sought to go beyond positivism. One of Keohane's challenges to this heterogeneous body of work was to develop causal hypotheses that might be tested rigorously in order to establish a coherent research agenda, thus reaching the same standards of social science research as neoRealism and neo-Liberalism that had emerged during the 1980s. Keohane's distinction can be considered paradigmatic because it has since been taken up and reproduced in many discussions of the trajectory of theorising in the discipline. 21 By now, many authors Keohane labelled as 'Reflectivists' have introduced and formalised notions of 'discourse' in order to operationalise a research methodology commonly referred to as 'discourse analysis'. Indeed, either directly or indirectly in response to Keohane's challenge, discourse analysis has in many ways become the standard bearer of Reflectivist research in IR. In an influential guide to the use of discourse analysis in IR, Jennifer Milliken offers a robust defence of discourse-based approaches from those who portray it variously as 'bad science', 22 'prolix and self-indulgent', 23 and 'deviant and marginal'. 24 One of the moves
Milliken makes is to emphasise that discourse analysis does not constitute a single approach.
Indeed, she argues that there is very little agreement about what discourse is or how 'it'
should be studied. Rather, the discussion goes on to outline an array of perspectives including predicate analysis, metaphorical analysis, deconstruction, and genealogy. As an introduction to these perspectives, the article is widely acknowledged as a key reference point in sketching out different ways in which discourse can be understood and analysed. 25 In addition to this exegesis Milliken also advances a particular view of what discourse is and what discourse analysis should imply.
According to Milliken, discourse refers to 'structures of signification which construct social realities' so that 'things do not mean (the material world does not convey meaning); rather, people construct the meaning of things, using sign systems (predominantly, but not exclusively linguistic)'. 26 Second, Milliken argues that discourse is itself a productive system that produces subjects and their authority to speak and act, shapes different kinds of knowledge practices and enables/disables multiple ways of thinking and doing politics.
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Third, discourse analysis is characterised as efforts 'made to stabilize and fix dominant meanings' through the subjugation or exclusion of other forms of knowledge. 28 On this basis, given by the text itself but is always a product of other readings and interpretations'. 37 However, as Claudia Aradau and Jef Huysmans have argued, Hansen's approach to 'intertextuality' appears to diverge somewhat from that set out by Kristeva and other thinkers commonly associated with the term 'poststructural'. Whereas the latter typically treat intertextuality to refer to the uncertainty of identity and meaning arising from the radical relationality between subjects and objects (as we will go on to explore), Hansen arguably uses it in her analysis 'as a device fixing identities'. 38 Furthermore, we would add that for Hansen the 'text' of 'inter-textuality' also remains rather narrowly conceived of in terms of language rather than inclusive of a wider set of phenomena: 'an inter-textual understanding of foreign policy argues that texts build their arguments and authority through references to other texts:
by making direct quotes or by adopting key concepts and catchphrases'. 39 References in this context to 'direct quotes', 'key concepts', and 'catchphrases' are all indicative of a languagebased understanding of 'discourse' throughout Hansen's book, which, as we will later argue, parts company from more radical notions of inter-textuality. Such a view follows from phenomena to the study of discourse they recycle rather than displace the distinction between meaning-making practices on the one hand and an external material world 'in need' of representation on the other. Thus, despite the move to the visual, they continue to downplay the possibility that the discourse analyst may be interested in the role materiality might play politically beyond meaning-making practices. In other words, the place of materiality is still secondary to the politics of representation through which it acquires political significance.
The works of Milliken, Jackson, Campbell, and Hansen have yielded many significant insights into, for example, the role of identity construction, the importance of ideational factors, and the social manufacture of 'danger', 'threat', and 'fear,' and so on. However, the conceptualization of discourse with which they operate ultimately reflects a rather limited set of assumptions about what discourse 'is', how it 'should' be studied, and what makes discourse analysis a distinctive methodological approach. Common to the authors above is an assumption of the prior separation between 'language' on the one hand and 'materiality' on the other, which then leads ultimately to a privileging of the former over the latter. This allows, consciously or otherwise, for materiality to effectively drop out of their 'discourse analyses', which proceed by way of a much more circumscribed focus on language as distinct from materiality.
Our overarching point here is not that these prominent authors deploying discourse analysis in this mould are somehow 'wrong' and nor do we deny the importance and value of their work in the field. On the contrary, this strand of research has stimulated a productive sub-field of knowledge within the discipline and has proven exceptionally popular among recent generations of IR students. However, the role of material objects in this framework plays second fiddle to the allegedly more important, active, and properly 'political' practices of linguistic utterances, articulations through which dull, inert, and otherwise 'apolitical' matter -gas pipelines, bridges, the fabric of cities, and so on -acquires any sort of relevance to the IR scholar. Such an approach is arguably derivative of a deeper anthropocentric understanding of the concept of the 'political' as something that only pertains to linguistic and thus human relations. It is primarily for these reasons, we argue, that the New Materialisms literature has recently found considerable traction in IR as an antidote to the perceived excesses of a focus on discourse as language and the twinned emphasis on the politics of representation and meaning-making practices.
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The New Materialisms turn
A central point around which the New Materialisms literature converges is the argument that political analysis broadly conceived has traditionally failed to take sufficient account of materiality. While natural scientists, engineers, and geographers, for example, habitually work with and are sensitive to matter and non-human forces, political theory, according to Braun and Whatmore, has tended to 'purify' its analysis of human society from the nonhuman/material world. 45 For Coole and Frost this is partly an effect of the history of philosophy, which has typically focused on issues such as 'language, consciousness, subjectivity, agency, mind, and soul', presented these as distinct from matter in the first place, and hence marginalised 'stuff'. 46 Much of this literature argues that the focus on meaning and practices of representation as a yardstick according to which we can judge the political salience of phenomena is a highly problematic starting point. Such a focus already works within and reproduces an assumed separation between the 'human' on the one hand and the 'non-human' on the other where the realm of the political is confined exclusively to the former. Instead of reducing the study of the political to meaning-making practices and the politics of representation, the New Materialisms turn prompts a reconsideration of matter and its political status: not as something intrinsically inert, nothing 'in and of itself', and without any function or implication; and neither as something whose political significance can only come about through linguistic forms of identity construction; but rather as an active, affective, and politically significant set of forces in its own right. Such a view presents a potentially radical challenge not only to political theory, but also to IR in general and the discourse analysis literature produced by that field in particular: namely, that matter has significance beyond the politics of representation.
Throughout the New Materialisms turn is the notion that the 'stuff of politics', the plethora of objects, materials, and forces around us 'help constitute the common worlds that we share and the dense fabric of relations with others in and through which we live'. 47 In other words, 'things' condition the possibility of human interactions, shape political communities, and influence behaviours and outcomes -indeed, matter cannot be divorced from the 'we' it in part constitutes. Moreover, as Coole puts it, there are presently 'material changes and processes underway' -for example the effects of human behaviour on the eco-system in the context of the anthropocene -to which the New Materialisms literature seeks to give 'renewed attention'. 48 On this view -and contra the perspectives examined in the previous section -'matter' is not merely a static backdrop simply waiting to acquire meaning via human practices of representation. It is not understood as 'the dead, inert, passive matter of the mechanist', but rather as a 'materialisation that contains its own energies and forces of transformation'. 49 Central here is an attempt to reconceptualise agency in contemporary political life such that, reflecting Bruno Latour's 'Actor-Network-Theory' (ANT) approach, the human no longer comes to occupy the ontological frame: 'new materialisms recognizes agency as being distributed across a far greater range of entities and processes than had formerly been imagined'. 50 Coole thus calls for a 'decoupling' of anthropocentrism and agency in political analysis in order to better capture 'agentic capacities' -understood in her terms as the ability to effect some sort of change -within any given 'field of forces'. 51 One recent attempt at theorising the agentic capacity of inanimate objects -inspired largely by
Latour and the vitalist materialism of Gilles Deleuze -is offered by Jane Bennett.
In Bennett's move is to contest the common assumption -and one that undergirds the approach to discourse analysis as the politics of representation -that 'things are always already humanized objects'. 57 On the contrary, inanimate things, she argues, possess a power in themselves -a power to produce different kinds of affects. Materiality, contra Marx, is therefore not immediately linked to a social and economic context on this view. Nor is the value (or 'meaning') of the material realm fully determinable by its connection to human bodies. The inanimate, according to Bennett, should not automatically be reduced to the animate in this way. Rather, it is important to maintain a distinction between the two in order to explore the 'the world of nonhuman vitality' and allow 'nonhumanity to appear on the ethical radar screen'. 58 This form of 'naive realism', 'onto-story', or 'ecology of matter', as
Bennett calls it, thus emphasises the importance of exploring the potentiality and vitality of the nonhuman, but also of articulating 'ways in which human being and thinghood overlap'.
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In so doing, Bennett challenges the widespread tendency 'to conclude the biography of an object by showing how it, like everything, is socially constituted'. Similarly, Nadine Voelkner has applied a vitalist-materialist approach drawing on Bennett's work in order to analyse human security and what she calls the 'migrant health assemblage' in Thailand. 68 While material dimensions such as 'small arms, carbon dioxide emissions, viruses, computers, and airplanes' all form an integral part of the global human security discourse, Voelkner argues that 'they tend to appear only as raw, brute, or inert objects whose existence and circulation either benefits or risks (global) human security'. 69 By contrast, her approach attempts to show how human-non-human alliances have agential capacities to shape human security strategies, produce different forms of political subjectivity, and provide the context for different scientific knowledge and intervention. Thus, for Voelkner, the 'migrant health assemblage' is constituted by diverse elements:
[…] travelling pathogens, mosquitoes, crowded an unhygienic spaces, weakened and neglected refugee bodies, human intentions and desires, Thai refugee and migrant policy, 'states of non-belonging', fear and anxiety, failed government initiatives, sex work and body fluids, the problem of circulation, foreign aid capital, transnational agencies, inadequate health funds and the rise of global human security.
14 Voelkner shows how these elements frame, authorise, and shape knowledge in state responses to Burmese migrants, whose health becomes 'manageable' as a result.
In drawing attention to the material context in which certain security practices become possible, both Coward and Voelkner make an implicit critique of extant approaches that remain blinkered by a linguistic bias. This critique is made more explicit by Claudia Aradau's treatment of critical infrastructure protection in which she argues that 'securitization has been seen as largely part of the linguistic and social constructivist turn in IR'. 71 For Aradau this approach has 'largely ignored the role of "things" in the articulation of insecurities'.
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Drawing on Karen Barad's materialist-feminist perspective she calls for a reappraisal of securitization as 'a process of materialization that enacts a reconfiguration of the world in ways in which differences come to matter'. 73 The urban infrastructures to which Coward refers are increasingly 'securitized' in contemporary cityscapes and for Aradau the labelling of infrastructure as 'critical' is after all a securitizing move. But in a more vitalist-materialist sense she demonstrates how critical infrastructures designated as such also perform politically significant roles by, for example, separating 'good from bad circulations and the associated forms of life'. 74 In this way, critical infrastructures themselves acquire generative and agentic capacities to create and sustain borders between people, places, and things. 'assemblages comprise a distinctive ontological entity' 77 and yet by reprioritising the constitutive role of materiality there is a danger of reproducing the distinction between materiality and discourse understood narrowly in terms of language. This issue is clearly a concern for Aradau who, while arguing that matter matters in the securitization of critical infrastructure, notably takes great care to articulate a nuanced position in her analysis. 78 However, Aradau appears to approach 'material' and 'discursive' practices as if they were separate to begin with in order that they might then be brought together in her Barad-inspired analysis. We now seek to push Aradau's position further by developing a reading of discourse that already encompasses -and refuses to draw any operating distinction between -language and matter as part of what we call a radical inter-textuality.
Discourse as radical inter-textuality
For some New Materialists poststructuralism is seen as something of a linguistic dead-end that is ill-suited to the task of grappling with the material conditions of contemporary political life. Indeed, prominent works contributing to the turn claim to be animated in contradistinction to certain strands of poststructural thought. For instance, Coole and Frost argue that in recent times the marginalisation of matter in political theory has been exacerbated by the 'exhaustion' of existential phenomenology and Marxism and the subsequent critique of these approaches by poststructuralism. 79 On their view, 'the constructivist orientation to social analysis is inadequate for thinking about matter, materiality, and politics in ways that do justice to the contemporary context', and a 'New Materialisms' approach is therefore required as a corrective. 80 In a subsequent intervention, Coole tempers this position by characterising the New Materialisms turn 'neither as a complete revolution back to older forms of materialism nor a complete rejection of the more constructivist approaches associated with poststructuralism'. 81 However, in the same article she also develops a critique of 'deconstructionist approaches' for their alleged 'tendency to become imprisoned within self-referential circles of language or culture that are unable to give matter its due'. 82 Coole is by no means the only commentator to mount this critique of Although 'poststructuralism' is often seen as one of the main representatives of -if not the representative of -language-centred approaches in IR, these authors espoused a nuanced stance, which sought to combine language and materiality as part of a radical inter-textuality. 
The visible and the articulable
Foucault is sometimes associated with a narrow conception of discourse -one mainly concerned with language, meaning-making practices, and the politics of representation. This dimension of his work is perhaps most evident in The Archaeology of Knowledge [1969] where Foucault dispenses with 'things' and focuses instead on the linguistic conditions that enable certain objects to emerge, acquire meaning, and gain significance. 89 However, an overemphasis on this aspect underplays the significance that material factors play in an inseparable relationship with language in his oeuvre. 90 Already in Madness and Civilization [1964] , for example, Foucault examines how the discourse on 'madness' emerges from a complex field of human and non-human, linguistic and non-linguistic elements that consist of social institutions, as well as art and visual representations, scientific statements, and so on. 91 Here we find that 'discourse' does not refer so much to the ways in which language assigns meaning to the 'object' of 'madness', as in the framework of the politics of representation.
Rather, discourse has to be understood in expanded terms to include the 'complex group of relations' within which the 'truth' of 'madness' is produced and eventually comes to be accepted as such. 92 This radical attentiveness to the equal and inseparable roles of language and materiality in various human and non-human assemblages is even more pronounced in his later investigations into relations of 'disciplinary power' and its relationship with the body.
One example of how Foucault explores the radical interplay of language and materiality is his examination of practices that render things visible as well as articulable.
Emerging in the second half of the eighteenth century, disciplinary power deployed punishment mainly as a technique for the coercion of bodies, with the aim of making those bodies into useful parts of society. Instead of being the king's property, the body of the 'condemned man' became the 'property of society, the object of a collective and useful appropriation'. 93 The forms of punishment involved in this process included: the correction of behaviour; training the habits of the body; controlling the body through surveillance; and targeting the 'soul' of the body as something that must be punished and ultimately set free.
When explaining the emergence of disciplinary power Foucault points among other things to the various practices involved in rendering the crime as well as the criminal visible. The primary example of such practices can be found in the spatial arrangement of the 'modern prison', which made it possible to 'establish presences and absences, to know where and how to locate individuals, to set up useful communications, to interrupt others, to be able at each moment to supervise the conduct of each individual, to assess it, to judge it, to calculate its qualities and merits'. 94 The paradigmatic illustration of this kind of spatial arrangement is Jeremy Bentham's prison plan: the architectural figure of the 'Panopticon'.
As Deleuze noted, by rendering the crime and the criminal visible through the architectural figure of the Panopticon the prison does not only 'display the crime and the criminal but in itself it constitutes a visibility, it is a system of light before being a figure in stone'. 95 There is in this sense a certain materiality of the prison, which is directly linked to the production of a mode of visibility, gaze, or way of seeing. The materiality of the prison belongs to its architectural form and spatial arrangement as a specific 'system of light'. It is a system that, moreover, must be grasped as an 'instrument and vector of power'. 96 The same point can be made in relation to other material arrangements such as hospitals, factories, and schools.
According to Foucault, all of these institutions were based on a particular gaze or mode of seeing that emerged in the eighteenth century, with the purpose of controlling and correcting the behaviour of patients, workers and schoolchildren, in accordance with the mechanisms of disciplinary power. Arguably one of Foucault's greatest contributions to philosophy as well as to the social sciences is his insistence on the mutual imbrication of ontology and epistemology. While highlighting the significance of the ontology of the body in relations of power, Foucault is always very careful in pointing out that this ontological dimension is dependent on an epistemology, which enables the body to be produced on the basis of particular ways of seeing and speaking in the social field. Power is thus inseparable from the production of knowledge. Here we detect a possible limit to the New Materialisms turn: in stressing the ontology of matter there is a tendency to give less emphasis to Foucault's important insight concerning the ways in which ontology and epistemology are always intertwined. It seems to us that this insight is crucial for analysing the ways in which language and materiality interact as parts of the same strategies of power, the same forms of knowledge, and the same production of the materiality of the body. Moreover, in contrast to the normative direction in which Coole and Frost ultimately take Foucault -a move which they claim is necessary in order to counter 'Foucault's insistence on his own nonnormative positivism' 99 -we see ethical-political value in genealogy because of the ways in which it problematizes practices of imposing hierarchical binaries and because it emphasises the openness of a general field of forces in which new subjects and events may constantly emerge. 100 By tying this general field of forces to a normative framework, which Coole and Frost suggest we should do, there is a risk of closing down not only the contingency and productive elements of power, but also the radical inseparability of language and materiality that informs much of Foucault's work and the expanded conceptualisation of discourse that we derive from it.
Force and the generalised text
Of all thinkers associated with 'poststructural' thought, the work of Jacques Derrida is perhaps most commonly portrayed as trapped in a discursive realm consisting entirely of linguistic texts. 101 This has led to the critique, as we have already seen from New Materialists among others , that 'deconstruction' is a method of reading that ultimately fails to offer an adequate account of materiality. 102 In this context, one of Derrida's most infamous sayings 'Il n' ya pas de hors-text' ('there is nothing outside the text' or 'there is no outside-text') is often cited as evidence of his hyper-textualism. 103 In the reading put forward here, however, we want to argue that this is a partial reading of what a deconstructionist approach might entail.
Derrida is not concerned with 'discourse' in the limited linguistic sense, as discussed in the first section of this article. Responding to many of his critics, he argues that it is 'monstrous' to say that deconstruction 'confines itself to language and language games'. 104 While Derrida is certainly interested in language, he is also concerned with what lies beyond it and the aporia of trying to address that question from within the general problematic of linguistic structures.
On this reading, it is arguably 'materiality' -understood as the Other of language -that Derrida is motivated by and continually seeks to bring to the fore in many of his works, albeit always from the perspective of their mutual imbrication. 105 In 109 To do so would be to continue to set the textual 'against the social, the political, and the historical, as if it were still the book on the bookshelf of the library'. 110 Instead, the concept of the generalised text opens up his analysis of différance -the endlessly differing and deferring nature of meaning in chains of signification -across those artificial divides. As Derrida states categorically in the 'Afterword' of Limited Inc: 'What I call "text" implies all the structures called "real", "economic", "historical", "socio-institutional", in short: all possible referents.'
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The generalised text within which Derrida identifies the restless play of différance is not, therefore, understood as a purely linguistic structure, but in terms of a field of forces that slices through the language/materiality divide in such a way that renders it impossible to uphold that distinction. Some of the 'forces' to which Derrida refers in this context include 'libidinal forces, political-institutional or historical-socioeconomic forces, or concurrent forces of desire and power'. 112 One notable example in Derrida's vast oeuvre would be the work that alterity does as a 'force' that conditions the possibility of identity, ethics, friendship, and so on. Another would be totalitarianism understood in the specific sense of a force that works against alterity to stifle difference and close off all that it enables. Such forces are often invisible or impalpable, but they are nevertheless central in the production of, As such, matter is not considered to be the 'proper' domain of the discourse analyst and instead remains the preserve of mainstream positivism.
The New Materialisms literature poses a serious challenge to both 'mainstream' and 'critical' strands of IR: it provides a counter-point to positivistic notions of materiality and promises a corrective to the linguistic excesses of discourse analysis. Its core message is that all aspects of international politics are always inevitably saturated in matter; that the nature of the relationship between human and non-human forces is changing; and that, in some accounts, stuff, objects, and things have a certain agentic capacity of their own. As such, this literature constitutes a major ontological project, which not only questions the prevalent linguistic bias in certain quarters of IR, but also calls for a wholesale re-evaluation of the anthropocentrism of the discipline.
In this article we have expressed sympathy with the combined insights of the New Materialisms literature and its rallying call for more serious engagements with materiality as an active political force. However, we have also shown that in certain guises, particularly extant attempts at applying the insights of New Materialisms to IR, the language/materiality dichotomy is recycled such that the latter becomes privileged over the former. The problem with this move is that it overwhelms an appreciation of the role of language in human/nonhuman assemblages and ultimately works within rather than challenges the limits of the debate whereby 'language' and 'materiality' are treated as separate -and indeed separableto begin with.
By contrast, we have argued for a position that takes the debate a step further by drawing on 
